**Precision Treatment for Lyme without Antibiotics**  
May 2016 Lyme Conference  
Pre-Order DVD

**Genome based Individualized Treatments for Chronic Lyme Disease**

With Dr. Klinghardt and guest lecturers

*Dr. Joseph Burresano: Persiant Lyme Disease: How to Recognize and Treat it.*  
*Dr. Kristine Gedroic: Unraveling the Mystery of Chronic Lyme: Recovery through Regulation of the Microbiome, Cell Membrane Stability and Biofilms*  
*Dr. Brian Rade: Low Dose Immunotherapy & Intravenous Laser Therapy*

With Persistent Lyme we now have individual treatments to unburden the system and allow our immune system to do its job. Learn the latest on healing the microbiome, how to make your own liposomal lyme cocktail, tips and tricks with LDI therapy, using suppositories to heal the brain and clearing the terrain of heavy metals and toxins with the self help techniques.

**Lyme Disease: Treating Lyme without Antibiotics**  
with Dr. Klinghardt and guest lecturers

*sharing their favorite “self help tools and protocols “*

recipes & instructions

*Prof. Alex Volinsky: Rope Worm & Parasite Treatment*  
*Dr. Paul Anderson: Methylation Genomics*  
*Prof. Garth Nicolson: Lyme Associated Infections & Lipid Replacement Therapy*  
*Bette Lamont: Brain Mapping for Autism, ADHD, & Lyme*  
*Dr. Richard Lloyd: Using Frequencies for Treatment and New Tools*

This series focuses on Lyme Disease and coinfections giving participants new tools and individualized treatment options. Participants will understand Lyme disease and the illnesses that look like Lyme but are not. We will present the most important diagnostic methods including Dr. Klinghardt’s Autonomic Response Testing, so that parents of Autistic children or Lyme sufferers who have not found the help they need can chart the road to their own recovery and are given alternative tools that are not requiring lab work or expensive tests. Hidden dental infections and accurate assessment with the relationship to Lyme Disease with be highlighted. We have also developed non-prescription alternatives to all treatment modalities and will present these in the self-help sections of this workshop to include “CIRS” Chronic Inflammatory Response Syndrome, Glyphosate’s impact on our health, Preconception health for mothers with lyme, new detoxification techniques, Aluminum Chem Trail, Mold, Apheresis Treatment, Rope Worm Parasite Protocol, cell phone and computer safety, light/sound therapy, positive use of frequencies for treatments, for the mind and most effective and safe self-help modalities of 2014.

**A Deep Look Beyond Lyme**

with Dietrich Klinghardt, MD, PhD and guests

Our most comprehensive Lyme Treatment DVD

*DVD Price: $300.00*  
*Remedy Manual: $100.00*

This is the DVD for those who want one great guidebook on treating Lyme and all the co-infections associated with lyme: tips for creating a healthy internal & external environment in today’s toxic world. You will want to take notes! Dr. Klinghardt brilliantly guides us to examine the root causes of illness...looking at all the hidden factors he finds clinically causing Lyme symptoms to linger. Learn from Dr. Klinghardt and his respected peers & experts on Parasites Illness, Mold, Autism, Creating a Health Home and Pediatric Lyme Disease.

**Dietrich Klinghardt, MD, PHD and guest lecturers:**

Simon Yu: Parasites in Lyme Patients: and the Parasite Protocol  
(as outlined in the Remedy Manual daily parasite dose chart)  
Klinghardts’ Autonomic Response Testing  
Demo: Mold & Lyme Patient  
Dr. Klinghardt: Microbes & Lyme Disease, Zamboni Ultrasound  
Dr. Steven Fry: Evidence of Protozoan Biofilm & Treatment  
Susan L. Marra, MD: Pediatric & Adolescent Vector Borne Illness  
Dr. Klinghardt: CCSVI: Neck as the bottleneck, Parasite treatment, VIP, Electrosmog

**Under Our Skin, Documentary on Lyme Disease**

Recommeded for patients and family  
*DVD 1 Disc: $20.00*  
*includes discussion guide*
An award winning, “eye opening” documentary shedding light on Chronic Lyme Disease, one of the most controversial and fastest growing epidemics of our time. Each year, thousands go undiagnosed or misdiagnosed, often told their symptoms are “all in their head”. Following the stories of patients and physicians fighting for their lives and livelihoods, the film brings into focus a chilling picture of the health care system and a medical establishment all too willing to put profits before patients. Dr. Klinghardt is interviewed in this documentary by a patient who is in the recovery process. Good for new Lyme Patients and supportive family members to understand the disease and impact on the patient and family. We encourage all to see this and to pass this onto your friends and loved ones.

**Lyme Disease: “The Natural Herbal Method & Psychological Component”**

with Andreanna Rainville, RN, LMP

**Includes Bonus DVDs featuring Dr. Klinghardt & Dr. Joe Buriscano**

This DVD set is a great patient Self Help Tool for those who must treat themselves.

Dr. Klinghardt’s lecture on chronic Lyme disease testing and treatments today with a patient assessment demonstration. Question and Answers also by speaker Dr. Joe Buriscano gives a valuable reference guide. Great for those new to Lyme Treatments or for those who have hit a road block with traditional treatments desiring a change.

Andreanna Rainville, RN has helped many treat Lyme disease and other infections successfully using herbal remedies for many years along with Dr. Klinghardt’s 5 levels of healing system. As his nurse Andreanna had first hand experience in all areas of treatment including neural therapy, and the important psychological component to healing developed by Dr. Klinghardt. In this lecture you will gain a practical guide to herbal remedies and clinical knowledge for treatment of the following:

Lyme, ehrlichia, bartonella, babesia, Chlamydia, & the varieties of co-infections that you will not find in another place.

This lecture is clear, concise, and makes the maze of Lyme treatment much easier to understand and begin for your patient or yourself.

- Tutorial “How to make the antimicrobial cocktail”, the basic ingredients
- Important tests for Mold
- How to “Pulse Herbs”
- the new “Rope worm protocol”
- patient “Take home tools” for successful treatment

**Klinghardt Lyme Lecture and Patient Q & A**

Perfect DVD set for patients

with Dr. Klinghardt & guest Joseph Buriscano, MD

Dr. Klinghardt’s lecture on chronic Lyme disease testing, XMRV findings and treatments today with a patient assessment demonstration. A great introductory set for those interested in trying a natural alternative treatment or for those who have hit a road block with traditional treatments desiring a change. Question and Answers also by speaker Dr. Joe Buriscano on testing and ILADS treatments, gives a valuable reference guide.

Great for those new to Lyme Disease and to shed light on this illness for concerned family members.

**Lyme and Other Chronic Infections 2009**

with Dietrich Klinghardt, MD, PhD and 10 expert guest lecturers

DVD Price: $300.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stephen H. Buhner</th>
<th>Herbal Strategies for Healing Lyme and Chronic Fatigue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Garth Nicolson</td>
<td>Lyme Associated Infections in Chronic Fatigue Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Gitte Jensen</td>
<td>Microbial Pleomorphism, Challenges for Today's integrated Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Berg, MS</td>
<td>Lyme, Chronic Inflammation and Coagulation Protein Defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Olson</td>
<td>Chronic Inflammation and NeuroTransmitter imbalance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Klinghardt</td>
<td>HPU and KPU: Kryptophrroluria &amp; HemolactamPyrolUrria, Vitamin D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Stephen Harris</td>
<td>The Great Debate: Western blot interpretation for Lyme Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Rienudeau, ND</td>
<td>Mold &amp; Biotoxin Illness: How it Impacts our health and What to do about it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Robert Zieve</td>
<td>Total Biology/Recall healing, the purpose of Microbes in Illness and Healing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicki Warren</td>
<td>Creating a Sleep Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doug Phillips</td>
<td>An Integrative Approach to Lyme and Other Chronic Illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dino Paulos, DDS</td>
<td>Dental Contributions to Chronic Illness and Pain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dr. Klinghardt pulls together all the above subjects with Q and A to let us know how he formulates his personal protocols and at his best on all the above topics: Patient Demonstrations with Autonomic Response Testing:

- Diagnosis and management of Chronic Lyme
- Supporting Organs of Elimination, Detoxification
- HPU and KPU
- Lyme Disease Treatments and Assessments
- Creating a sleep sanctuary
- Dr. Klinghardt on the importance of Dentistry and Chronic Infections
- Herbal Cocktails for treating Lyme individually
- Interpreting Lab work for Lyme
Klinghardt Healing Solutions & Protocol Options: 2015

with Dr. Marc Schwartz. Dave Ou, MD & Assistant Lisa Thomassen

- How you and your patients can Use a Remedy Maker
- Allergy Desensitization
- Natural Lyme Cocktail Tutorial using the blender
- Mold Remediation and Testing the body and home
- Parasite Protocol, Pictures and the "how to' guide
- Autism Parents Guide and Solutions
- Nutritional Guide: Healing the Gut Recipe
- Methylation Correction
- Impt. Dental Assessments and Procedures
- Neurotoxin Elimination Options
- Auto Immune Therapy
- Reducing Cytokines
- Inflammation Therapy
- Hypercoagulation

DVD Price: Full Conference Set $500.00

- Round Up Toxin and Aluminum Elimination
- CCSVI
- Fungal, Mold
- Viral, Bacterial, Parasite Solutions
- Building a Lyme Protocol
- Homeopathic Solutions
- Sleep: Liposomal Melatonin Recipe
- Insulin Resistance
- Cancer Tips
- Pre-Conception Guide
- Autism Tips by a mother
- Building Biology Tips for Rebuilding or Remediating your home from EMR and Geopathic Stress
- And many Q and A with more detailed pearls .....
Fundamental Teachings of Dietrich Klinghardt
With Dietrich Klinghardt, MD PHD

A 5 disc set featuring Dr. Klinghardt describing his system of healing through the 5 levels.

This is the first DVD we recommend to all before taking any of our workshops or visiting one of our certified practitioners in Autonomic Response Testing as a primer in our work. A gift of Dietrich Klinghardt to the many people who are suffering needlessly from chronic illness and most importantly focuses on the solutions.

- The Five Levels of Healing
- Autonomic Response Testing and Demonstration
- Heavy Metal Toxicity and Neurotoxin elimination/Electrosmog
- Lyme Disease and Chronic Infections
- Psycho-Emotional Issues in Chronic illness: Addressing Underlying Causes

“One of the most brilliant and gifted medical pioneers of our times” Dr. Joseph Mercola

DVD Set $125.00

Guitar and Singing by Dr. Klinghardt and Friends
With Dietrich Klinghardt singing and playing the guitar

Music and singing opens us up to participation on all levels and prepares our mind, body and spirit to learn. We begin our workshop sessions always with a song of love and gratitude. Sing along with the musical selections as played in the beginning and ending of our sessions.

One Music CD: $20.00

Energetic Detox Workshop: Safe, Non-Invasive Technique
With Doug Phillips

DVD Price: $200.00 Manual: $100.00

A quick, non-invasive and easy to apply treatment for clearing toxins from the energy field in 25 hrs. This workshop demonstrates how to use the photon pulser with the Detox Toxin and Flower Kits. Practitioners and patients may learn this simple and safe technique with practice. The new combination of toxins discussed in Dr. Klinghardt’s lectures, (Atmospheric Aluminums, Round up Toxin, etc.), can be systematically removed from the body light field with the aid of specific flower essence combinations. Many parents of Autistic children find detox easy with this approach. Toxin Kit, Flower Kit, manual, charts and tools available from the Klinghardt Academy. Call for pricing.

Chemical & Heavy Metal Detoxification Conference
With Dietrich Klinghardt, MD, PHD and guests

- David Quig, PHD: Appropriate Lab Testing
- Chris Hussar, DDS, DO, Confessions of a Dental Heretic
- Gay Langham-McNally, CNN. The Aluminum Connection and the Role of Amorphous aluminum Hydroxophosphate Sulfate in Metabolic Dysregulation.
- Dr. Bruce Shelton, Comprehensive Homeopathy
- Dr. Klinghardt, Metal Toxicity, the latest Research and implications on laboratory testing and treatment protocols
- Mark Schauss, Lab Interpretation & Effects of Petrochemical and Related Toxins
- Vera Stejskal, PhD, Immunologic Effects of Mercury and Dental Metals
- Rita Ellithorpe, MD, Heavy Metal Detoxification for Chronic diseases and Cancer, Integrative clinical applications Validated by Research
- Mark Geier, MD, PHD, & Mark Geier, BA: The Biochemical Basis of the Causation and Treatment of Autism Spectrum and other Neuro-Developmental Disorders
- Boyd Haley, PhD, Mercury, Science and Politics
- Tapan Audya, PhD, NYU Director and Vitamin Diagnostics, NJ: SAM and SAH Ratio as an indicator for Methylation
- Using the Photon to support Heavy Metal Detoxification
- Louis Williams, MS, DC, ND Detoxification through Plant Stem Cell Therapy
- Dr. Klinghardt, Krypto-PyrrolUria (KPU) and HemoPyrrollactamUria (HPU)
- Michael Gurevich, MD, Mercury toxicity as a frequent cause of psychiatric conditions
- Christopher Shade PhD, Quicksilver Scientivid: mercury and the Human Detoxification System, Understanding the Intestinal Approach to Heavy metal Detoxification
- Robert Zieve, MD, Depleted Uranium, Toxic Effects of Radioactivity in the Human Body and How to Decontaminate and Protect
- Dietrich Klinghardt, MD, PhD, Chlorella, and Demo of assessment with Autonomic Response Testing

DVD Price: $300.00 Manual: $100.00

SAFELY NAVIGATING TO WELLNESS & “APERHESIS REMOVAL OF TOXIC LIPIDS & ALUMINUM TOXICITY”
With Michele Grindstaff, ND & Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD

Dr. Klinghardt’s latest “Aluminum Findings” and the German “Apheresis” blood filtering procedure. Michele Grindstaff, ND guides us through the detoxification pathways, safely and effectively with Dr. Klinghardt’s guidelines and detox strategies. We will learn how to minimize Toxic Exposures safely & effectively.

3 disc Set DVD Set: $200.00

order: INFO@KLINGHARDTACADEMY.COM
908-899-1650 PH/ Fax 908-542-0961
Autism, ADD, ADHD: & Lyme and Parasite Treatment  
2014  DVD Set $200.00  Manual $75.00
With Amy Derksen, ND and lecture by Dr.Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD 
In this lecture, Dr. Derksen guides us to the starting point of treatment through the myriad of options. Dr. Derksen specializes in Autism and Dr. Klinghardt refers his autistic patients to as he highly respects her skills and together give a wealth of knowledge in this DVD set. We are all in this together to do our part for the future of our children and our next generation. We highly recommend the EMR DVD as a sequel to this knowledge.

Healing the Brain 2013  
With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD and guests:  DVD Set $500.00
• Ritchie Shoemaker, MD: Mold, Inflammatory Substances, Biotoxins, Geonomics  
• Magda Havas, PhD: Electromagnetic Radiation Treatments  
• Michael Gurevich, MD: BiPolar & Psychiatric Disorders  
• Barry Goldberg: Vibrational Healing with Music from the Heart
Dr. Klinghardt give us an overview into the mind of the chronically ill and brings to us the latest tools and procedures for detoxification and treatment. Subjects include:
• Apheresis: Removal of Toxic lipids  
• Aluminum Toxicity, Geo Engineering and Chem Trails  
• BiPolar andNeurological Psychiatric conditions  
• Teenagers and amphetamines  
• Depression Recipe  
• Detox tools, Sauna, colonics, Ozone, and microcirculation mats  
• Vaccines: Columbia Univ.  
• Neuro-Feedback and Brain Wave Biofeedback  
• EMR and Remediation Testing, Canopies and meters  
• Dehydration/ADH Protocols/ Dental Procedure DMPS  
• Energetic Laser Desensitize

Biological Medicine 2012: Lyme, Autism and Pre-Conception Health 2011  DVD Set $300.00
With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD and guests
Dr. Yoshiaki Omura:  Non-Invasive Facial Diagnosis 
Dr. Charles Ray Jones: Pediatric Lyme Disease & PANS  
Jeff Bradstreet, MD: Cytokine Profile: the Autistic Child  
Katie Dahlgren, ND: Preconception Health  
Amy Derksen, ND: Autism Tips and Tricks 
Magda Havas, Phd: Electrosogm & the Healthy Home  
Pierre Fontaine: Homeopathy  
Louise Habakas: The Vaccine Epidemic  
Reid Winick, DDS: Oral systemic Link to Infections  
Dr. Klinghardt: Lyme Disease and Q&A with all lecturers
Dr. Klinghardt introduces us to the symptoms of today’s patient, describing the epigenetic defects in Methylation pathways passed onto children and how we are set up for a cascade of chronic illness. A focus of this seminar is Pre Conception Healthcare and what steps we can take now to secure the best outcomes for our children and our future generations to come. In light of those who have already undergone Lyme treatments in childhood or early adolescence, important detox protocols, labs, nutritional support, avoidance of vaccines, and supportive protocols for best pregnancy outcomes. Biochemistry of an Autistic Child is discussed in depth with treatments that are working today. Stem Cell Breast Cancer Findings in mothers of Autistic Children. Biomedical Tips and tricks, Parasite treatments, yeast, mold metals, folate tonsils, strep PANDAS, Lyme Treatments, viruses, and Herx support. The important nutritional component and healing the gut, GI tract and detox to avoid passing along infections in utero. Dr. Klinghardt shares his many pearls:
Systemic Dentistry,  
Guidelines for Hormone Treatment, Lab evaluations  
HPU/KPY, HEME, Zinc and B6, and ACNE  
Insulin Resistance, Osteo Arthritis, CCSVI Treatments and Damage  
MS Patient, Healing Sleep Cocktail, Parasite Treatments,  
Homeopathy  
Demonstrations: Child with PANDAS and LYME  
The Vaccine Issue thoughts and guidance
The Overlooked Causes of Brain Dysfunction - Simple Treatment Suggestions relevant for all time! Heavy Metals, Infections, Electromagnetic Smog, Herbal Remedies, Music Therapy, Color Therapy, Touch and Smell Therapy.

Dr. Klinghardt’s Top 10 for the Brain
#1. Post-Concussion Syndrome/ Minimal Brain Dysfunction
#2. Toxicity
#3. Toxicity: Treatment
#4. Mold Treatment
#5. Viruses
#6. Lyme and co-infections
#7. Dental Solutions
#8. Psychological
#9. Allergic Phenomena
#10. Sleep

With 12 experts with the full array of amazing treatments and insights. Dr. Klinghardt adds his pearls after each lecture.

Highlights include:
- David Berg, Hyper coagulation may be responsible for a myriad of symptoms of chronically ill patients.
- Donald Yance: An absolute expert on herbal treatment for all aspects of neurological health and cancers.
- Bruce Shelton, M.D., DesBio – Homeopathic remedies for neurotransmitters to heal the brain.

Music Therapy, Color Therapy, Touch and Smell Therapy.
- Did you know that some Touch and Smell Techniques can increase dopamine and serotonin in seconds!
- How dental issues could be related to breast cancer and Lyme disease.
- How Traumatic Brain Injury can lead to chronic fatigue later on in life.
- Why everyone should get an Apo E test.
- A simple way to check for hyper coagulation/ thyroid issues that takes seconds.

---

David E. Berg, MS, FAHA; Blood Flow
Mark Schauss, DBA
What Tests to Run How to Interpret the Results
Dr. Charles Gant MD, PhD Neuro Phycology
Alex Doman Founder and CEO Advanced Brain Technologies. Applications of Music Listening Therapy
Alice Nixon, LCSW Color Therapy
Donald Yance, Herbal Medicine and Cancer Treatment Neurological Health
Botanical and Nutrition Intervention for the Prevention of Alzheimer’s and other Dementias and Parkinson’s Disease
Eric Braverman, M.D.
Growing Smarter As You Grow Older, How to replenish brain cells with new ones and reverse existing damage in old ones
Bruce H. Shelton, MD, MD(Balancing the Brain Using Comprehensive Homeopathic Neurotransmitters of How to Optimize the “Edge Effect”
Dan Purser, MD: Proactive Preventive Medicine
Pituitary dysfunction – The great mimic
Nosodes

Brian David Halevie Goldman M.D.,
Neuroimaging Insight into Healing or “The Brain Explained Can, Life’s Pain”
Dr. Brian Goldman Continued
CLAUDIE GORDON-POMARES, MSC
The Power of Touch and Smell, Techniques to help the brain regulate its own chemistry
Dr. Charles Gant, Neuro Phycology & Concentration
Charles Krebs, PhD CBI
Recovery from Brain Injury Retts Syndrome & ART
Kurt Mosetter, MD
Energy Metabolism in the Brain Neurodegeneration, Insulin Resistance and Alzheimer’s Disease
Dr. Dino Paulis, DDS
dental issues, breast cancer, and Lyme
Water bottle test for geopathic stress
Certified Building Biologist
Neurological problems – what does it mean
Brain Entrainment – use it or loose it
Nettles
Autism: Solution Oriented Workshop for Parents, Caregivers & Practitioners 2008 DVD Set $300.00

With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD

No nonsense answers as to why our children are sick with effective treatment of the causes and not the symptoms of autism. Dr. Klinghardt states: “Autism is not an epidemic, epidemics end. Autism is the end of humanity, as we know it. “ If you want to know how to arm yourself to help our children, this is a must have DVD.

Highlights Include:

- Easy to understand explanation of how methylation works and why it makes our kids sick.
- Tami Duncan: Links of Autism to Lyme Disease.
- Moreana Brooks: Brilliant motivational speaker, mother of recovered child.
- Uplifting, funny, and tons of food for thought! How and why we create our reality! Morana really gets it!
- Andrea Lalama: Fantastic talk about her hypothesis on the causes of autism and how to reverse autism.

Autism - the real numbers, Causes
Lyme induced autism group LIA
Genes can explain 2-3% of autism
Autism explained by poly-morphism
Methylation Cycle explained
Why glutathione doesn’t get toxins out
The toxin autism connection
How infants can get Lyme in the brain
Where to start
Light therapy
Regressive autism MMR vaccine study
Treatment for regressive autism
Why mitochondrial DNA is passed to child
Chronic fatigue is often Herpes Type 6
Treatment for Lyme and Herpes Type 6
Immunological treatment for autism
Oxidative stress in autism
Facts on fish oil
dyslexic adults
Nicotine patches for hyperactivity, ADHD
Secretion for autism
treatment from Japan
L-Dopa for language and motor skills
Spironolactone for autism cont.
PandasTonsil freezing
three signs of heavy metal toxicity and tests
Thyroid check
Mercury in spinal cord or infection in spine
Babinski Moro Reflex Demo
Why to never give magnesium orally
How to read a hair lab analysis
Chlorella, EDTA, DMPS & DMSA
DMPS Injections
Pros/Cons of IV Ca EDTA
LED light for detox
ART and total body burden
How to read a Metametrix Test
How to diagnose children for chemicals
Laser Detox, vs. Sauna Detox for chemicals
Why sulfur levels are low in autistic kids
Genetics of autistic children vs. typical children
Methylation Cycle Chart
Basic Lyme information
20-30% of autistic kids have Lyme
Lyme transmitted during pregnancy
Proof of congenital transmission.
Symptoms of Borrelia in ASD kids
How to interpret a Lyme Lab
Why does it say Negative when it’s Positive
Effective treatments for Lyme
Biofilm and Lyme
Herxheimer Reactions with Lyme treatment
Dangers of sunscreen
Dangers of X–Box 360 and Wii
Differences between Herxheimer and allergic reaction
Dr. Klinghardt’s Lyme Cocktail
Herxheimer explained
Electro smog. Flame-retardants
Fluoride and the pineal gland
How to unload the system
Demo: Rhythmic cranial and liver compressions
Importance of chewing
Bartonella in the jaw
Autistic kids and narrow upper arches
Improving disturbed psychology
Decreasing the pathogen count
Rizols explained, how and why they work
Immune modulation
When to use medical drugs
Organic cotton mattresses
When Lyme causes neurological damage
- Twins with Rett Syndrome
Bartonella and tooth decay
Rizols used as bath oils
Why stool testing for parasites is often wrong
Cancers and Bartonella
Antibiotic treatment discussed
Tonsils and MMS
Manic depression and Borna Virus.
Most effective treatment for mold
Laser Therapy
Rehabilitation Tech. for motor,sensory
What is neuro expression
Nervous system in autism is very damaged
Stimming and autism
Why spinal adjustments are so impt.
desensitize to allergies
Passive Light Therapy vs. Active Light Therapy
Mary Kayle – Homotoxicology
Self-Regulation
Inversion therapy
The Stewart/Coyle Protocol - drugless practitioner
Gut bugs
Author Brianna Fisanna
BT Spores and Isolated Cry Proteins- in pesticides
Blood Flow Problems with children with autism
Parents feedback on Juices
Moreana Brooks, health coach. Mother of child with autism talks about her jorney to recovery of her son. Don’t miss this presentation. She will provide food for thought. Topics include: Neuro-genesis, Play Therapy, Temporar Traumatis and seizures
Bt Toxin and Morgellons
How do reverse the damage already done.
Andrea Lalama Cont: gut bacteria, vitamins, how to treat strep, Hyperbaric Chambers, Cri Proteins,
What to do for strep
Proper nutrition and food preparation
Why ASD kids and teas
Why to give papaya with protein
Fighting E.Coli
How to make green juice
fecal transplants
What to do in case of c-section
Importance of sleeping location during pregnancy
How to use Body Voltage Meter / Dangers of Household currents
Microwave Instrument Demo
Cell phone radiation & the sleep sanctuary
Ciantro vs. Melatonin
Inhaled Singlet Oxygen Therapies
How to sync the autistic brain
Tapping and restorative sleep
Microwave and autism
Homeopathy
Damage cell phones do to brain
The two steps EMS Solution for autism
Laser Swipe Machine – a must for all autistic children
Toxic Burden
Easy ways to reduce EMR’s
Ways to reduce toxins in the home
Emotional burden and stress
Unresolved psycho emotional issues
Sensory overload
Good food choices
Reducing vaccine burden
Amalgams/ Dental suggestions
Favorite Detox choices
Tonsils/Biotoxins
Clinical signs of Lyme
Signs of Babasias and parasites
Favorite Lyme treatments
Clinical signs of parasites
Favorites for treating parasites
Clinical signs of yeast/fungus and treatment
Clinical signs of viruses and Treatment
Exciting new treatments
MMS side effects and cautions
Supporting the Kidneys
Function of the liver and support
Gut Biofilm Protocol
Biofilm protocol precautions
Natural anti-inflammatory
Hyper coagulation
General Body Support
Essential Oils
Fever advise
Dr Klinghardt - we have the solutions
Damage control vs. causes of autism
Heath Risks of Electromagnetic Radiation: Cell Phones, “Smart Meters”
“Creating Safety in a Hostile Environment”
With Katie Dahlgren, ND & bonus Lecture by Dr. Klinghardt

Dr. Dahlgren has worked alongside Dr. Klinghardt for almost a decade as his senior naturopathic physician and shares the latest regarding Dr. Klinghardt’s protocols on EMR. Lecture highlights include the trusted resources and tools that are working today for the safest and most effective remediation for home, body harmonization, computers, cell phones, grounding, baby monitors, blue tooth, modems, cordless phones, wireless systems, to create a safe environment in and outside the home and workplace with assessment guidelines that are currently implemented in the clinic. You will learn the importance of testing the frequencies, their biological impact, accurate Geopathic Stress test, how to use the meters, symptoms of mold illness and important lab tests and how to interpret them, the difference between unhealthy EMR and the positive effects of Pulsed Electromagnetic Fields and clearing the field in your sleeping environment for healing to give your immune system a restful night sleep. This is a must for those with known sensitivities, parents of children with autism, mothers to be.

Energy Medicine: How to Create a Healthy Home

A great guide and conference featuring leading experts in Building Biology and recommendation for remediation with resources.
Dietrich Kinghardt MD, PHD:
The Five Levels of Healing and the Healthy Home
Applying Bau-Biology Principles in an A.R.T Practice
Practical Tools for testing Environmental Issues
Robert Steller:
The 25 Principles of Healthy Building Biology
How to Recognize and Undo Electrosmog in your house, diagnosis and Corrective Measures
David Buscher, MD
Recognizing and Treating Fungal Related Illness
Amy Derksen, ND
Illness and Disability from your couch and your computer
Flame Retardants, Toxic Metals and Plastics in your home
Kang-pang chan, Feng Shui Master – Creating an successful Life and Healthy body by Making simple Changes in your Home
Aristo Vokdani, PhD:
Laboratory Testing for Health Problems Caused by Indoor Air Pollution
Paula Baker-Laporte, AIA
Building for health naturally, Applying Bau-Biology
Erica Elliott, MD
Environmental history, “Is your house making you sick”
Sussannah Louis:
Organic Housekeeping: Toxic chemicals and How to Avoid Them
Supportive Therapies
Jon Alexander:
Essential Steps for Getting Healthy Results from Home Remodels
Mary Miller, MSW:
Learning the Energy in your Home with Simple Tools
Pascal Louvel:
Practical Tools to Test and Treat Electromagnetic Stress
Dan Morris:
Toxic Particles and Mold in Your Home: Where and How to find the Problem
Elizabeth Freeman, ND
 Practical Experience with Building a Healthy Home and Living in it
David Musnick, MD
Electromagnetic Fields in Autos & the Workplace
David Denton, DC
When your home makes your Ill: Discoveries by an Energy Healer
John Podmajersky, Developer: Ghetto to Community

Electrosmog & Geopathic Stress and the Healthy Home
With Dietrich Klinghardt, MD PhD

- Vicki Warren: Energy Stressors and their effect on health and comfort
- Ranier Michel: Biomedical Dentistry
- Lawrence Gust: The Body Electric
- Robert Steller: Living Dangerously in the 20th Century
- Dietrich Klinghardt, MD, PhD, Electrosmog and Geopathic Stress

DVD Set $200.00
DVD Set $300.00
DVD Set $300.00
Family Constellation Training:
With Dietrich Klinghardt, MD, PhD.

How to access, recognize and resolve emotional blockages and trauma passed from our family line, attached to our DNA from our mother, father or generations ago. Here we open the door for clearing these blocks to health and healing on all levels. Constellation workshops are defined as a group of souls agreeing for their mind and body to be present in a sacred circle. The purpose of which is to tap into the collective, ancestral wisdom and energy of humanity, with a strong and experienced and compassionate facilitator, who is well equipped to hold the space and familiar with the latest cutting edge psychotherapeutic methodologies. The experience and the new perspective, offers you a space to find peace, resolution and healing in the context of you in your family soul and the greater soul of humanity. This is a profound therapeutic, healing modality that may be an alternative to counselling or a complement to the therapeutic process.

Our Constellation Training Set includes all the best and most used situations you will encounter today with many in depth Constellation sessions to kick start your practice with facilitating guidance and to give you clear understanding of this very powerful healing method. Demonstrations for each displacement are included for a clear understanding of how to uncover, resolve and clear each situation for positive client resolution responses. This is Dr. Klinghardt’s most comprehensive Constellation Training.

Highlights Include:
- Detailed explanation of the drawing of a genogram
- Breast Cancer Patient Constellation & treatment options
- Abortion Healing Session
- Dinner Table Constellation
- Constellations for Business Decisions
- How to Deal with Rape, Incest, Miscarriage, Lost Children, War, PTSD, Death and Family Secrets

Family Constellation Training: “Healing the Relationship with your Mother”
With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD

Could mom be the cause of your illness? All can Learn how to heal your relationship with mom through un-coupling and re-connecting the love. Fifteen years of Dr. Klinghard’s clinical work yields a simple way to get at the heart of Illness. Everything you ever wanted to know about your relationship with mom and more. Highlights: Self Help Protocols for those who do not know muscle testing with many detailed constellation.

Aborted Children Connection
Conception, Adoption, Childcare
Separation from Mom
Eating Disorders,
Pre-Marriage Work, Bride & Groom
Vanishing Twin
Tumor gone after healing work with mom
Importance of Intent for healing
Cell Phones and DNA dangers
Mitochondrial DNA from mom
Mom’s ancestry and mitochondrial DNA
Stem cells from fetus to mom
Cases of rape and stem cells
Why we can’t separate from mom
Physical Level connections to mom
Epigenetics and constellations
Connections to mom and dad
Why feelings are often not our own
Illness from mom or dad
Demo: Divorced Wife with Children
Genogram drawing
Choosing representatives
Key sentences
How to end a constellation
Sexual Connections
Re-Marriage
Rape
Genograms
Color Therapy
PreKop German Holding Therapy
Mom’s feelings passed on
Souless people
Conception and mom’s field
The two kinds of creativity
Adopted children
Bonding at birth
Malformations at birth
Genetics are not set in stone
hypnosis and the genome
Healing trick from Bert Hellinger
Miscarriages causes
Every illness has spontaneous recovery
C-Section. Re-birthong
Unconscious Transference - Groom
Working with the Bride
Entanglements vs. positive connection
Second toe is mother toe
Why relationships really fail
Demo: WW2 Doctor who saved Jewish lives
Importance of genogram
Placing members in correct order
Healing statements
Protocol for toxin release after constellation
Le Cocktail. Detox with acupuncture
Why FD Garlic needs to be dissolved in water
Infection Protocol
How to take a risol
Biofilms protocol
Steven Bruner herbs for Lyme
Flax Seed Oil and correct balance
Schizophrenia
C-Section Births
Malformations at Birth,
No Breast Feeding
Damage to the Child’s Psye
Fixing relationship with Mom and Hormones
Sulfur pathway with Autism Protocol
Orbs and photos of orbs
Three ways connected to mother
Micro metabolic imprint
How mom’s illnesses become ours
Angels vs. spirit guides
How mom affects auto-immunity
Theory of Lyme Disease and mom
Schizophrenia and mom
Heavy metals transfer to 1st born
Synergistic effect of mercury and testosterone
Disassociation can become a habit
Spiritual meaning of imprint
illness are metaphors of unresolved trauma
Demo: Beliefs statements
Constellations and God
C-section births and no breast-feeding
True spiritual journey
Demo Constellation: - Abortions
Demo Cont: Drawing the genogram
Demo Cont: Using the pol filter
Demo Cont: Abortions tested
Demo Cont: Systemic Axiom # 2
Importance of connecting to aborted child
Abortion Personal Secrets
Choosing representatives/ placement in circle
Physical symptoms
Healing between parents and aborted child
Demo Connection between aborted children
Demo Which soul group does the child belong
Demo Cont: Real family member joins circle
Atonement
Gene DNA Flow & Triggers
Soul enters fetus
Epigenetics & Trauma
Essential Oil Emotional TX
Neurogenesis & Depression TX
Light Conductive Structures
Canabinoid Receptors
Biophoton: Meridians
Mental Field Therapy
Genogram
Family Patterns of Illness
Treating the Intuitive Body
Sound Therapy Tools
Death
Class 1 - 4 Trauma
Imprint of trauma
Hypthalamus. pancreas
FT Tapping Points
Using the Mirror Reflection
Cancer/Gall Bladder
Demo: GI & Higher Work
Demo: Hip Pain
Demo Uterus, Smoking, Brst Feed
DNA gives ligh t & collects light
Quantum Teleportation
Laser Technique
Breast Cancer
Laser imprinting
Connective tissue signaling
Fascia & Laser: Fiber Optic
AIDS teleportation DNA
Using the Purple Light
Genome
Polymorphism
PK, MFT & Laser TX
Parent PK, Laser Children
Sound Remedies
Intestinal Bowl CD Microbiome
Diet Mistakes
Future Medicine
Red, Green, Purple Lasers
Green laser Signal Enhancer
Scar Tissue Light Portal
Dental Bonding light
Vitaltone Uriel Sound TX Demo
PK Psyko-kinesiology
Colored Glasses
Memories Color Coded
Chakra color activation
APN Organ Chart
Mandala Chart
Emotions/Feelings Chart
Cerebral Cortex Conscious Mind
Test Side: Dominant Eye
Muscle spindle
Tap & Tone Acupuncture pts
Limbic System Chart
Magnetic Fields
Entry Process
APN Flow Chart
Headache 2 pt
Round Worm Brain
Demo Ankle Toxic Chemicals
Procedure Flow
eye movements
color vs hypnotherapy
Biolabs Secret
Systemic Work
Bert Hellinger /Constellation
Sleep, Detox, Brain
Melatonin
EMR remediation
www.surroundwe.com
Entry Procedure Step
Demo Sleep Issues
UV Mirror
Children tx with SE
Genogram of Demo
Orange or Green light TX
Parents of Autistic
C-Section Scar TX
We heal/Ancestors heal
Why Cavitations return

2015 APN: APPLIED PSYCHO-NEUROBIOLOGY DVD Price: $400.00 Manual: $100.00 Workbook: $150.00
“Genetic and Epigenetic Healing with APN”
Klinghardt Light Modulation, Photopheresis, Autonomic Response Testing, Family Constellations, Mental Field Technique, Lights, Laser colors, Mirror Work, Sound Treatments and many practical demonstrations.

With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD DVD Price: $400.00 Manual: $100.00 Workbook: $150.00
Powerful Techniques and Practical Guidance for easy implementation: When you give into these techniques and work with them, it expands your consciousness and your belief systems and your being in a new way. Long term results are better when we use the psychological approach over the Biological approach. “Dr. Klinghardt”
Working with limiting beliefs; Uncover related family patterns of illness: Creating a Genogram; Treating the intuitive body:
And Follow the history of illness, accidents and trauma into the past and find out the issues
Workbook: Applied Psycho-Neurobiology: $150.00

- Dr. Klinghardt’s workbook provides a comprehensive insight into this method and its scientific background
- A textbook of holistic medicine for medical doctors, those working in the health sector & interested lay people.

Dietrich Klinghardt, MD, PhD supports holistic medicine and combines scientific, biological, emotional and spiritual approaches. In this book he presents his own healing method which he developed by combining “classic” kinesiology and the latest findings in brain research and psychology: Psycho-Kinesiology, a completely new approach in psychosomatic medicine.

Applied PsychoNeurobiology: 2012 Mental Field Therapy
With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD

Each year we teach this class in December, and each year we learn something more profound with this work. All the APN DVD’s have unique information based on our patient demos, as Dr. Klinghardt draws on his wealth of knowledge and genius with treatment. This is the uncovering of psychological, emotional or spiritual blockages to healing. Easy and simple tools to access and clear many of the deeper issues. With applications to Cancer, Lyme Disease, Infections, & Psychological Disorders

Topics Include:
- MFT
- 5 Levels of Healing, Physical and Energy Body
- Memory Storage, Mental Field
- Demo: Direct Resonance, Sentences/Tapping Thyroid
- Colored Glasses, Klinghardt Test Kits, Colors & Therapeutic Dialogue, Aura Color Test
- Opening the Channel, 4 Technique Overlay
- Eye/Toning/Color/Tapping, Treatment Methods
- How to Treat Chakras, Belly Button Chakra, Sexual Chakra, Layers of Aura/Chakra
- Cultural Significance
- Wheel or Turning, Pol Filter
- Spinning light, versus No spin predicts illness
- Red, Green, Blue laser
- Demo Lyme/Parasite
- Kidney Thyroid Connection
- Laser Treatment
- Color & Eye Movement
- Feelings Test
- Matrix/ANS/Lymbic
- Tubulin Connects
- Toxin/ANS/Thyroid
- Tx Physical Body
- ANS, 2nd level blocks
- photo of higher field, Mental Field Treat Intuitive Body
- Drawing
- The Spirit/God Orbs
- Limbic system, Ring Artifact,
- Breathing, Pranic Healing
- Entry Procedure, Switching
- Thermography, Demo/Breast Cancer, Emotional Breast
- Sinusitis Tx
- Re-test Cancer Demo
- eye movement/organ/color
- present /past issue, MFT Tap Sequence, PK Demo/Chest Pressure, Toxin triggers
- Demo: Psychiatric
- Demo: Infections
- How to Close Session

With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD

Cracking the code on how to decipher physical symptoms and treat them with pure, effective, safe and easy to learn psychological intervention. By applying these simple methods, healing is often possible where conventional and alternative methods have failed. A gift for all practitioners to incorporate the mind body connection in their modality of practice. Learn these practical yet powerful tools and explore the most frequent hidden causes of chronic illness: symptomatic Lyme disease (later in life), hypertension, heart disease and stroke, type 1 and II diabetes, insulin resistance, cancer, chronic fatigue, chronic pain, chemical sensitivity and others. Unresolved trans-generational ancestral trauma in the client’s family.

- Pain and conflict carried over from the past.
- The effect family members & friends can have on health
- Mental field effects of others on you
- Genogram development and its practical application
- Bert Hellinger’s systemic psychology and constellation work
- Dr. Klinghardt’s psychokinesiology and brief healing visualization

Therapy Work:

The Matrix/Tubulin
Effect of Toxins on the Nervous System
Genetic Testing
TX of the Physical Body, Energetic Body and 4th Processing Trauma

Supportive Strategies for APN
Bach Flower Therapy: Klinghardt Flower Remedy Test Kit for Energetic Detox
Test for Spirit Possession/Imprinting Demo, Test Slide for Possession

Psycho Kinesiology June 2007
With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD

Dr. Klinghardt, a medical genius of our time, demonstrates how to assess a patient’s block to healing with detailed instructions and patient demonstrations bringing to the surface the root cause of illness with these simple and elegant techniques to restore health. Dr. Klinghardt adds a new dimension to the ancient wisdom gleaned from around the globe with his patients and mentors each year to this course.

You will learn how of prioritize treatment, isolate the blocking emotion, find the time of entry of the blocking circumstance for real lasting healing

Topics discussed in depth:
- Unresolved Family Ancestry
- Family Order
- Death of Child in a Family
- Birth Trauma
- Vanishing Twins
- Drawing a Genogram
- Writing Therapy
- Locking in the Treatment,
- Cancer Patient Demo PK
- TB Treatment
- Kidney unblocked
- Eye, Ear Nose, Joints, TMJ
- Endometriosis
- Infections, Lyme
- Enlarged Prostate Demos
Kinesiology vs. ART
5 Levels of Healing
Klinghardt’s Prayer
MFT and Homeopathy
Constellation Work
The four connections
Component Theory
Good dental structure
Heart Disease and MS
Unresolved Emotions
Protection EMF/Mold
Fluoride Research
Advanced Cancer example
Constellations: Autism
Natural Order of Families
Love Tank
Loyalty
How love grows
Flow of Love
Dangers of Entitlement
Bloodlines
spouses and ex’s
living and passed
Re-establish orders of love
The need to belong
Guilt vs. Innocence
Interrupted Movement
Healing in a Constellation
ART vs. pendulum vs.
constellation
The 3 levels of perception
Demo: Constellation
Genogram Drawing
How to do interventions
Pol- Filter, finding the issue
person taking more
Eye movements
Guilt and Shame
Tapping during constellation
Prioritize during constellation
Constellation set up
Asking how rep. feels
Sense of shame in circle
Giving time for ancestors
Impulse to change position
Incest Double Displacement
Incest issue statement
Homework for Patient
Abortion Healing
Constellation: uncover truth
Abnormal death vs. normal
Work of Von Kampenhout
Q & A: Abortion
Causes of anorexia
Klinghardt’s personal story
Vanishing Twin Syndrome
Marriage, Divorce, Good Sex
Love grows, and moves
Love on any level
Dr Amen, Change Your Brain,
God’s Plan for us
Sun Rise/ Sun Set Healing
Reflections Constellation
Eye Movements
Colored Glasses
Tapping
Eye Movements vsTapping
Testing hyper autistic child
Colored Glasses Constellation
Demo: Tapping Points
Three tapping statements
How to bring in the family
Bottles as family reps.
Using Visualization
TAT (Tapas) Technique
Voice & Color Therapy
Demo: Pain g- enogram
Demo Pain, deadness,
Abortion and Autism
Healing sentences autism
Holding Pain and Tapping
Ideal Time for Therapy
Q & A: Humming
Q & A: What to do if stuck
bring main issue to surface
—Sequence of healing
Heal yourself heals family
Healing Sentences
Supportive Treatments
Klinghardt Axiom
Detox Protocol
Freeze Dried Garlic is best
Lyme Disease Treatment –
Matrix Minerals Brown
Colloidal Silver Breast Cancer
Propolis vs. Silver
Ozonated Oils
KMT Units
Austin Air Purifier
Psychology doesn’t work
ENG 3 Singlet Oxygen
Q & A: Hydrogen Peroxide
Q & A: EDTA, Oxygen Therapies
NanoSilver , Arginine, Oils
ART Review Video
Dementia constellation
Rage issue constellation
tapping, writing constellation
Behavior brain and soul
Main healing forces
O-Ring Test for Organs
Psychological Work O-Ring
Systemic Testing
Demo: O-Ring– Vanishing Twin
issues that may come up
Phospholipids cell uptake
Spleen/Pancreas: Chinese Med.
Stomach Meridian
5m Intestine: Mom
Q & A: Systemic questions
SELF TESTING – O-Ring
ART for Autism
ART for Intuition
How to hold a YIN-MUDRA
Dr. Klinghardt, Heavy Metals
Healing comes outside
Global Warming

Energy Psychology 101 – August 2005
With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD
DVD Price: $300.00 Manual: $100.00 Workbook: $150.00

This DVD set contains many Self –Help patient tools and techniques including: MFT, PK, Systemic Family work, and supplements covered in detail. A brilliant and comprehensive overview of the science behind Dr. Kinghardt’s teachings of Applied Psychokinesiology. Perfect to do for yourself and family.
Injection Techniques & Skills 2011

With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD

DVD price: $500.00 Manual: $100.00

Allergic and Hypotensive Reactions
Demo: & Emergency Procedures
IV’s, Q&A
Neural Therapy & Procaine
Demo: Exam & Treatment
Sinus Treatments
antibiotic resistant Staph in Nose,
Mold Toxins, Marcons
Demo : Back/Spine Pain
Sinus Pattern, Segmental Therapy
Trigger Point Injections
Demo: Segmental Therapy
Trigger Point Therapy/awn-neck-
headaches
Acupuncture point injections

AN5: dilates or constricts
Segmental Therapy/Quaddel
Crown of Thorns
Lymphatic, Tonsil Injections
Maxillary Sinus Injection
Palpative Techniques
Cancer Pain & Procaine
Tonsilctomy
DHEA &Hormones Talk
Hernia Prolotherapy,
Nasal- Cranial Restructuring "Balloon
Procedure"
Neural Prolotherapy
Neuropathic Pain Syndrome
Ozone Therapy Talk

Demo: Sinus Ozone Therapy
Demo: Knee/Tonsil Injections
Demo: Auto Nosedose Therapy:
“Urine Therapy"
Demo: Auto Urine continued
Endodermal Injection Demo
Nasal Spray recipe
Ozone /Knee Injection Demo
Diagnostic Exam for Ozone use
Tonsil Inection Demo
Shoulder Mobility Injection
Placido Effect & Sanum Remedies
Demo: Hidden Maxillary Sinus
Infection

APN 1: Mental Field Therapy: 2004
With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD

Recommended for those suffering with many traumas in their lives and would like to work on this in the privacy of your own home. A great introduction to the work of Dr. Klinghardt.

MFT is one of 3 components of the full APN treatment. (MFT+PK+ART = APN)
Learn this simple, easy, most powerful and deepest technique for healing. Autonomic Response Testing assessment is not essential for using “MFT”, making this a must have tool who follow our work.

History of Psychotherapy
Bender Wavelength/Eye Move.
Shapiro/ Rapid Eye Movement
Using Color/ John Dowling
5 Levels of Healing
Downward Causation
Hamer’s Ring Artefact
Family Constellation
Voice Analysis Demo
Writing Traumatic Experiences
Tips in Case of Relapse
Psychotherapy
Self Regulation
Sprit Possession/Mental Field Attachment
Psychological Reversal
Seat of Identity
Family Attachments
Death of a Child
MFT

APN Supportive Strategies &  Bach Flower Therapy” Delinking Toxins & Pathogens from the Energetic Field”
With Andreanna Rainville, RN and Dr. Justine Anderson

Topics include:
- Patterns of Belief and their connections to organs
- Linking Pituitary, Chronic Pain, Organ, pathogen , and Emotional linkages with clearing techniques.
- Basic and Advanced APN Supportive Strategies
- The Practical use of Bach Flower Therapy Today
Injection Protocols for Autonomic Response Testing 2013
with Klinghardt Academy Instructors

DVD price: $500.00  Manual: $100.00

Injection Basics: how to use muscle testing to deliver the precise remedy in the correct location.

July 2013: Healing with Injections
Featuring Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PHD

DVD price: $500.00  Manual: $100.00

July 2014: European Neural Therapy and Injection Techniques
Featuring Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PHD

DVD price: $500.00  Manual: $100.00

June 2015: Transformative European Neural Therapy and Injection Techniques
Featuring Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PHD

DVD price: $500.00  Manual: $100.00

Dr. Klinghardt at his Best! Amazing demonstrations, injection tips and clinical advice from the worlds expert!
Each DVD has unique discussions worth adding you your library.

NEW: September 2016  European Neural Therapy
Featuring Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PHD

DVD price: $500.00  Manual: $100.00

Lymphatic Drainage and Massage demonstration. All the injections from A-Z and live demonstrations. Q and A by attendees and tips from the master of Neural Therapy.
Neural Therapy & Mesotherapy Course “A”
With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD.

Our core curriculum consists of: a) Recognizing the contribution of the nervous system to chronic pain and illness, b) the injection procedures using local anesthetics as taught by Peret Dosch (Manual of Neural Therapy According to Huneke, Mathias Dosch, MD, “Illustrated Atlas of the Techniques of Neural Therapy: Local Anesthetics” & the late Franz Hopfer, MD. The only belief system this teaching will adhere to is: “Truth is whatever works” and “nil nocere” (whatever treatment given should be absolutely safe and non-traumatic to the patient as possible).

The treatment procedures presented in this teaching require a high degree of safety and also high degree of effectiveness. The Academy is dedicated to the teaching of office-based diagnostic approaches such as careful history taking, neurological and orthopedic examination, skilled palpation evaluation, applied kinesiology and other diagnostic techniques which have been proven to be valuable in a particular way. We propose the term “autonomic dysfunction” for any acute or chronic disorder that is affected by dysregulation of the related autonomic ganglia. We embrace the use of homeopathic medications, both for diagnostic and treatment purposes as they have been proven safe and effective in the hands of properly trained physicians throughout the world for over 80 years. We are dedicated to the teaching of what works and what is safe. Every physician practicing “Neural Therapy” should be trained in and understand the medical model completely, but should not close his mind to the truth of new discoveries or the rediscovery of old truths.

Topics covered in Course A:
- Segmental Therapy/Mesotherapy
- Scar Therapy, Scar Evaluation and Treatment
- Sinus and Tonsil Treatment
- Ear and Scalp Treatment
- Dental Treatments, Dental charts
- Metal Detox, Protocols
- Neural Therapy Charting
- Needle Safety and etiquette, and the use of injectable

Neural Therapy Course “B”
With Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD.

The Course B curriculum begins with an introduction into the Autonomic Nervous System, divided into 3 portions, the SNS: sympathetic Portion of the ANS, the PNS: the parasympathetics, and ENS: enteric nervous system.

Part A. The Deeper Injections and Superficial Injections

Part B Ganglia:
- Hypothalamus, Pituitary, Ciliary Ganglion, Sphenopalatine Ganglion,
- Otic/Gasserian Ganglion, Submandibular Ganglion, Vagus Ganglion,
- The Cervical Sympathetic Chain, Superior Cervical Ganglion, Middle Cervical Ganglion, Stellate/Inferior Ganglion, Lower Thoracic Ganglion, Cardiac Ganglion, Celiac Ganglion
- Lumbar Plexus at L2, Caudal Epidural, Low Back Pain: clinical Pearls
- Frankenhauser’s / Intrapelvic Ganglion
- Sacral Ganglion
- Coccygeal Plexus

Part C Protocols:
- Mineral Provocation Test for Essential and Heavy Toxic Metals
- How to do an Ascorbate vitamin C Flush
- Post Cavitation surgery Protocol

Apitherapy Conference: Use of Bee Venom & German Neural Therapy

- Four component Theory of Treatment of Chronic Disease
- Treatment of Scars – Merury Toxicity – Multiple Sclerosis
Autonomic Response Testing DVD’s

Discounts apply on the DVD sets
For those registered for our workshops.

**New:** Overview and Comprehensive Demonstration of Level 1 and 2
With Dr. Marc Schwartz $400.00

A Comprehensive Demonstration and description with detailed instructions and explanations.
A great overview of the full course work for review and introduction to the work. This explains and demonstrates the difference of assessments with “ART” and classic forms of kinesiology. A great one!

**Introduction to Autonomic Response Testing**
With Dr. Klinghardt MD, PHD
$50.00

**Dr. Klinghardt’s Journey with Autonomic Response Testing**
With Dr. Klinghardt MD, PHD
$30.00

**Demonstration of Techniques of Autonomic Response Testing**
With Dr. Klinghardt MD, PHD
$50.00

**Autonomic Response Testing Level 1**
With Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt
$600.00

**Autonomic Response Testing Level 2**
With Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt
$600.00

**Autonomic Response Testing Level 3**
With Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt
$600.00

**Autonomic Response Testing Refresher Course: Level 1 and 2**
$400.00

**Autonomic Response Testing Level 3**
with Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt
$600.00

**Klinghardt Autonomic Response Testing Protocol Options Workshop**
With Academy Certified Instructors
DVD Set: $600.00

**Energetic Detox Workshop:** with Doug Phillips
$300.00

**Energetic Detox**
Level 3 NYC
Level 1 West
Level 2 East

DVD Orders: Call 908-899-1650  FAX 908-542-0961  info@klinghardtacademy.com